
History: Transport Knowledge Organiser

Key Words

astronaut someone who travels in space
coal a black rock that you burn as fuel 
carriage a part of a train that carries passengers
congestion lots of traffic
engine a machine with moving parts that powers something
glider an aircraft without an engine 
gravity the force that pulls you to the centre of the Earth
invention something new
jet aeroplane powered by a jet engine
journey travelling from one place to another  
locomotive the first steam trains
mode a type of (e.g. a type of transport)
modern from the present 
omnibus the first buses, meaning ‘for all’ 
past already happened
passengers people who travel on a vehicle
petrol liquid fuel for cars
present happening now 
propellers blades that spin round on boats and planes
route the way from one place to another
steam powered gets power from the heat of steam
technology new machinery and equipment
traffic vehicles together on a public road
transport to take people or goods from one place to another
travel make a journey
underground railway below the floor
vehicle a thing used for transporting people or goods
wind powered gets power from the wind

Significant People

George  
Stephenson

The Wright 
Brothers

Yuri  
Gagarin

Neil  
Armstrong

Invented the  
first passenger  
Locomotive in 1825.

Invented the first 
aeroplane in 1903.

Russian astronaut 
who was the first to 
fly in space in 1961.

American astronaut 
who was the first to 
land on the moon 
in 1969. 
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